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AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGES

•  Lack of project visibility created unnecessary 
risk in project scope, schedules, and budget

•  Inconsistent NPD processes resulted in 
inefficiencies

•  Inability to accurately predict new product 
launches eroded confidence, impacted 
resource planning, and affected revenue

BENEFITS

•  Increased R&D projects following NPD process 
rigor from 15 to 80%, plan to reach 100%.

•  Improved visibility of capitalized R&D costs 
from 52% to over 95%, saving more than 
$500,000 

•  Reduced average planning span for NPD 
projects from 11 months to just under 3 months

•  Increased ability to map labor costs to projects 
from less than 50% to more than 90%.

•  Reduced meeting time from 90 to 30 minutes

InterMetro Industries 
brings new products to 
market 70% Faster with 
Workfront

To ensure quality and improve on-time delivery of 
its new products, InterMetro Industries (Metro), a 
subsidiary of Emerson Commercial and Residential 
Solutions, trusts Workfront to provide real-time 
visibility into its software development process. 
The result is increased predictability and better risk 
management for the Fortune 500 company.

Postponing the launch of a new product can have a number of negative 
consequences on revenues—from reducing the window of revenue-
generating opportunity to causing the product to become obsolete 
faster. For InterMetro Industries, time to market is critical to maintaining 
competitive advantage. Because missing an opportunity to introduce a new 
product at an industry event translates directly into lost revenue, InterMetro 
Industries implemented Workfront to improve visibility into its software 
development projects. Improved insight enables management to more 
accurately forecast delivery dates, manage budget, and mitigate risk.

InterMetro Industries is a global leader in connecting technology and 
engineering to provide innovative solutions for customers in industrial, 
commercial, and consumer markets around the world. The company is 
comprised of five business segments: Process Management, Industrial 
Automation, Network Power, Climate Technologies, and Commercial & 
Residential Solutions. Sales in fiscal 2013 were $24.7 billion. 

THE CHALLENGE

FRAGMENTED PROCESSES, NO PROJECT VISIBILITY  
Over the last decade, InterMetro Industries’ business has expanded 
its product lines through innovation and acquisition. Because each of 
its software development teams used a different set of new product 
development (NPD) processes, the company struggled to gain an accurate 
view of deliverables, issues, and resourcing across projects. It also had 
difficulty assessing risk.
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“Before we standardized, only 15% of our R&D projects were following the corporate 
NPD process rigor. It was frustrating that we didn’t have a common language or project 
management tool to assess and report on all of the projects our team had underway,” 
explains Bob Moore, InterMetro’s director of software engineering for the Commercial 
and Residential Solutions business. “We were introducing a new Phase Gate 
methodology with Agile design embedded in it, and we needed a solution that would 
be adopted while helping us enforce corporate software development standards.”

InterMetro Industries also needed to standardize processes to improve delivery 
predictability—which meant resourcing more appropriately to meet deadlines. 
Previously, project managers presented potential programs and requested resources 
for them in front of an executive review board. Solid business cases were typically 
granted resources and the NPD effort commenced. Yet neither executives nor software 
teams had insight into how all of the software development resources were being used 
at any given time.

THE WORKFRONT SOLUTION 
Comprehensive Risk Assessment

To find the critical functionality it needed in a new work management tool, 
InterMetro evaluated 16 products—among them Microsoft Project, Siemens 
Teamcenter, Microsoft Project Central, and Daptiv Project Management. Emerson 
concluded that easy-to-use Workfront would deliver the most tangible and 
intangible benefits.

COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF KEY METRICS—SCHEDULE, SCOPE, BUDGET, 
AND REQUIREMENTS 
InterMetro now uses Workfront to manage all of its NPD processes. Rapidly 
customized to follow the Phase Gate methodology and leverage templates by 
stage, the Workfront cloud-based solution gives managers a single place to create 
projects and assign tasks. Users then complete a predefined list of activities for 
each task before moving to the next one. In parallel with projects, requirements and 
defect tracking are also managed within Workfront, saving teams from having to use 
three or four different tools during the software development life cycle. 

CUSTOMIZABLE FIELDS SIMPLIFY TRACKING AND REPORTING 
Request queues at InterMetro Industries include project requests, capital requests, 
scope change requests, and more. Using Workfront, InterMetro project managers 
can easily assign and follow actions throughout the life cycle of a request. All 
project team members can view the status of activities, including request origination 
and approvals. They can also assess issues logged against requests and quickly 
generate a report about a given issue or set of issues. 

Extended teams also have greater visibility. For example, marketing team 
members—those overseeing product launches—can drill down into each project 
by phase, task, and resource or access a specific project report. This improves 
productivity by reducing the amount of time spent manually gathering data.

“WORKFRONT HAS GIVEN 
US A HIGHER DEGREE OF 
VISIBILITY AND CONFIDENCE. 
WE ARE NARROWING DOWN 
THE VARIABLES PREVENTING 
US FROM MEETING 
COMMITMENTS. THERE’S 
LESS GUESSWORK, AND 
PROJECTS AREN’T BLACK 
BOXES ANYMORE.”

–Bob Moore 
Director of Software 
Development, 
InterMetro Industries

“IN THE FOUR YEARS 
PRECEDING WORKFRONT, 
WE HAD 10 NPD PROJECTS 
CANCELED OR PUT ON-
HOLD; IN THE TWO-PLUS 
YEARS SINCE, THERE HAVE 
BEEN ONLY TWO, AND 
BOTH LAUNCHED PRIOR TO 
ROLLING OUT WORKFRONT. 
NOW ACROSS PROJECTS, 
WE CAN INSTANTLY SHOW 
MANAGEMENT ALL OF 
OUR LEVEL ONE RISKS. 
THAT GIVES US GREATER 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 
EFFECTIVE RISK RETIREMENT 
OR MITIGATION.” 

–Bob Moore 
Director of Software 
Development, 
InterMetro Industries
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Integration with Existing Development Systems 

A significant benefit to InterMetro Industries is Workfront’s support for mixed 
software development methodologies. Unlike competing products, Workfront 
provides a common management and reporting framework for any development 
team with an already established application lifecycle management (ALM) platform. 

InterMetro Industries is tracking both a traditional Waterfall launch plan and 
Agile software development. Agile developers use Microsoft Visual Studio Team 
Foundation Server (TFS), an engineering-focused tool. Because TFS lacks intuitive 
reporting and collaboration features that cross-functional, upstream team members—
such as project leaders, product managers, and marketers—need to do their jobs 
effectively, InterMetro Industries brings the Agile development data into Workfront.

BENEFITS

Workfront is delivering the following advantages to InterMetro Industries:

•   INCREASED COMPLIANCE WITH NPD PROCESS FROM 15% TO 80%, AND SOON 
100% – Workfront has enabled InterMetro Industries to address a primary NPD 
challenge which was getting multiple development teams to adopt a uniform 
process using a single system for tracking and reporting.

•  IMPROVED VISIBILITY OF CAPITALIZED R&D COSTS FROM APPROXIMATELY 
52% TO MORE THAN 95%, SAVING HALF A MILLION DOLLARS – With Workfront, 
the InterMetro Industries core team has greater visibility into where delivery 
bottlenecks are occurring and can now proactively address them, saving the 
business from potential cost overruns. Moreover, the team can better predict 
delivery dates and when issues might arise, preventing InterMetro Industries 
from running up against product delays

•  REDUCED THE AVERAGE NPD PLANNING SPAN FROM 11 MONTHS TO JUST UNDER 
3 MONTHS – At InterMetro Industries, Phase 3 for NPD projects is the planning 
phase. During this time, project teams make critical decisions that cascade 
down, affecting the company’s delivery process and timing. 
 
“If development was late, we sometimes wouldn’t know until just days before 
a tradeshow,” explains Moore. “Now we have data that allows us to step in and 
take action—not three days, but three months in advance—to ensure we don’t 
miss launch deadlines and other opportunities to drive revenue.”

•  IMPROVED TRACKING OF R&D LABOR COSTS FROM UNDER 50% TO OVER 90% – 
The successful time tracking of key developers working on NPD teams led 
InterMetro Industries to roll out Workfront time tracking to all development 
teams. The additional data is helping InterMetro Industries improve resource 
planning across its portfolio.

“WE’RE TRACKING REQUESTS 
IN WORKFRONT BECAUSE WE 
WANTED TO UNDERSTAND 
THE LIFE CYCLE OF A 
REQUEST. WHEN WE HAVE 
A REQUEST FOR A NEW 
FEATURE, WE ENTER IT IN 
WORKFRONT. THEN IT GOES 
THROUGH AN APPROVAL 
ROUTING AND BECOMES A 
TASK IN THE TRACE MATRIX. 
IT’S THEN PRIORITIZED AND 
ASSIGNED TO A PROJECT 
FOR ENGINEERING TO 
DEVELOP. WHEN THE TASK 
IS COMPLETE, IT GETS 
TESTED AND ANY ISSUES 
ARE LOGGED. ALL OF 
THOSE ARE MAINTAINED 
IN WORKFRONT. WHEN A 
CHANGE REQUEST COMES 
IN, THAT CHANGE REQUEST 
ALSO HAS AN APPROVAL 
ROUTING…AGAIN ALL OF THE 
ISSUES ARE LOGGED. ALL 
OF THE HISTORY IS THERE, 
IN WORKFRONT, FOR THAT 
REQUEST.”

–Bob Moore 
Director of Software 
Development, 
InterMetro Industries
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning, tracking, 
collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

•  Increase communication and transparency

•  Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement

To learn how Workfront can help your team, view the demo at: www.workfront.com/demo

•  IMPROVED RISK MANAGEMENT – Workfront dashboards provide InterMetro 
Industries management with accurate, easy ways to assess and report on 
project risks. With greater visibility, management can determine whether or not 
projects have enough resources, if their benefits justify cost, or if they’re likely 
to encounter skillset challenges.

•  PROVIDED SUPPORT FOR MIXED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES – 
The InterMetro Industries development team uses both Waterfall and Agile 
development methodologies. Its code repository, TFS, is integrated with 
Workfront because it is easier for teams to track requirements and report using 
the Workfront solution. 

•  REDUCED MEETING TIME BY TWO-THIRDS – Real-time data from Workfront has 
enabled InterMetro Industries to increase meeting effectiveness while cutting 
meeting times from 1.5 hours to 25 minutes.

LOOKING AHEAD 

Because Workfront is easy to use, there has been rapid adoption of the work 
management solution by technical and non-technical teams within InterMetro. As 
a result, the company expects Workfront will increasingly be used to improve work 
management across its entire portfolio.

“WORKFRONT GIVES US 
ONE SYSTEM TO TRACK 
AND MANAGE ALL OF THE 
PROJECTS OUR TEAM HAS 
UNDERWAY. WHILE TFS 
SUPPORTS SOFTWARE 
CODE CONFIGURATION 
AND VERSION CONTROL, 
WORKFRONT IS CRITICAL TO 
BOTH OUR REQUIREMENTS 
MANAGEMENT AND CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT PROCESSES.”

–Bob Moore 
Director of Software 
Development, 
InterMetro Industries


